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In addition to the socalled
basic patch set that is used to merely equip
a vanilla Linux kernel with realtime capabilities, there are patches that additionally
provide diagnostic and other functionality to the basic patch set. These patches are
useful during software development; however, they are not needed when simply
running the kernel. Some of the additional patches originally were part of the
patches, but were removed in order not to jeopardize the mainlining
process of the patches. Some other patches have been developed idependently by
OSADL.
OSADL makes the currently five patches available for every realtime patchable
kernel and later on for every supported kernel starting from version 4, patchlevel 16.
The patches altogether are named "OSADL Linux Addon Patcches" and are offered
for download from the OSADL Web site at the URL https://www.osadl.org/?id=2943.
If the Linux addon patches apply without offset for a number of kernels, only a single
patch will be provided that fits all of them, but will be labeled accordingly.
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What is $ ?
The $
functionality is provided to allow sending diagnostic or recovery
commands to the Linux kernel in a situation when normal I/O is no longer possible
because of, for example, a system crash. $
usually is triggered from the
keyboard by simultaneously pressing the
and the $
(
) key.
However, the system may be impaired in such a way that even the keyboard interrupt
stopped working. If the network is still up and running and able to receive ICMP
packets, this $
function via network
may help. In order to work, the target
system must have defined a particular pattern – preferably at boot time – that will be
used as a key to authorize the $
action from remote.
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S (sync block devices) = ASCII 0x73:
C<A: 6
F
C
G4E:8G
$
U (unmount block devices) = ASCII 0x75:
C<A: 6
F
C
G4E:8G
$
B (reboot) = ASCII 0x62:
C<A: 6
F
C

G4E:8G

G4E:8G

What are latency histograms?
Linux kernel latency histograms are used to determine the duration of certain
pathways that contribute to the preemption latency. As a side effect, the data stored
along with the histogram data may allow to discover the source of an unusual long
latency, since these data include the name and characteristic data of the previous
and the next task of a delayed scheduling action. The original latency histograms
were made available in the RT patch set in 2005; a number of additions were made
since then:
• Separate histograms of shared vs. nonshared priority tasks
• Separate recording of “victim” and “culprit” of the highest latency
• Additional histogram to record latency of missed timers
• Additional histogram to record the sum of timer and wakeup latency
• Additional histogram to record duration of context switch
• Additional histogram to record the sum of timer, wakeup and context switch
latency
Thus, the current version of the patch covers histograms to investigate the entire time
span from the wake up trigger of an RT task to its execution continuation in user
space.
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Why NMI?
A system may become nonresponsive in such a way that no input can be sent any
longer to the system; such situation normally is the result of disabled interrupts and a
complete system misbehavior that prevents it from reenabling them. The last resort
to gain diagnostic data in order to elucidate the origin of the system misbehavior is
the nonmaskable interrupt (NMI) that very probably still is executed from time to
time and which may be polled. For such polling an input channel is needed that can
be probed without the need for interrupt processing. An appropriate input channel for
this purpose is the parallel interface aka Centronics printer port. It has eight output
and four input channels.
While the input channels are used to select an action to be executed when the NMI
fires, the output channels can be used to signal a particular action – again without
the need of interrupt processing. Some – rather oldish – computers still may be
equipped with a Centronics printer port, while on newer computers a separate
parallel printer port with PCI or PCIe bus interface must be installed. A simple device
with a 25pin parallel port connector, eight LEDs to display the output channels and
four touch buttons to set the input channels dubbed OSADL Parport Monitor can be
ordered at OSADL. Alternatively, it can be home made, since all required production
material is available online. Last not least, the OSADL Parport Monitor can be
purchased from OSADL.
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It sometimes is required to directly signal a specific state at the parallel port without
using a driver, e.g. in a crashed system that still has some kind of life in it. Usage:
86;B
78I F8GC4ECBEG F8G BHGCHG 5LG8
86;B
78I F8GC4ECBEG BE BHGCHG 5LG8
86;B
78I F8GC4ECBEG 6?84E 4?? BHGCHG 5<GF
86;B
78I F8GC4ECBEG F8G 4?? BHGCHG 5<GF
86;B
78I F8GC4ECBEG <AI8EG BHGCHG 5<GF
86;B
78I F8GC4ECBEG <A6E8@8AG BHGCHG 5<GF
86;B
78I F8GC4ECBEG 786E8@8AG BHGCHG 5<GF
86;B
78I F8GC4ECBEG FG4GHF E8:<FG8E GB BHGCHG
86;B
78I F8GC4ECBEG =<99<8F
GB BHGCHG

In addition, this driver is used as a callback in the NMI handler. If installed, it allows
to monitor NMI activity, e.g. using LEDs connected to the parallel port. The module
parameter "nmicode" is then used to define the code to be sent at every NMI call,
e.g. to increment the 8bit number at the parallel port at every NMI
@B7CEB58 F8GC4ECBEG A@<6B78
or
86;B
FLF @B7H?8 F8GC4ECBEG C4E4@8G8EF A@<6B78
The four input lines can also be used to request specific actions; defaults are
enabled, if the parameter actions=yes is given:
• S4: Show task states (SysRqT)
• S5: Sync block devices (SysRqS)
• S6: Unmount bloick devices (SysRqU)
• S7: Reboot (SysRqB)
Please note that this is a simple polling mechanism; you need to press the button at
least as long as until the next NMI occurs. This was deliberately implemented this
way in order to keep it functional even if the entire IRQ subsystem is no longer
working. The only prerequisite is a working memory mapping of the parallel port's IO
region. If you want to let the NMI execute other debug actions, they must be
programmed into drivers/misc/setparport.c.
Last not least, this driver can be used to output the LSB of the most recent syscall,
hardware IRQ or software IRQ vector at the parallel port which may provide useful
postmortem information in case of a system crash.

System call:
@B7CEB58 F8GC4ECBEG FLF8AG8E
FLF8K<G
or
86;B
FLF @B7H?8 F8GC4ECBEG C4E4@8G8EF FLF8AG8E
86;B
FLF @B7H?8 F8GC4ECBEG C4E4@8G8EF FLF8K<G

Hardware IRQ number:
@B7CEB58 F8GC4ECBEG <ED8AG8E
<ED8K<G
or
86;B
FLF @B7H?8 F8GC4ECBEG C4E4@8G8EF <ED8AG8E
86;B
FLF @B7H?8 F8GC4ECBEG C4E4@8G8EF <ED8K<G

Software IRQ vector number:
@B7CEB58 F8GC4ECBEG F<ED8AG8E
F<ED8K<G
or
86;B
FLF @B7H?8 F8GC4ECBEG C4E4@8G8EF F<ED8AG8E
86;B
FLF @B7H?8 F8GC4ECBEG C4E4@8G8EF
F<ED8K<G
If configured as a builtin kernel module, the following kernel command line
parameters apply:
F8GC4ECBEG 46G<BAF
A@<6B78
F8GC4ECBEG<ED <ED8AG8E
<ED8K<G
F8GC4ECBEGF<ED F<ED8AG8E
F<ED8K<G
F8GC4ECBEGFLF64?? FLF8AG8E
FLF8K<G

Why storing the patchset in the kernel?
The kernel configuration can be stored in the binary kernel using the
CONFIG_IKCONFIG=y kernel configuration setting; this is a welcome feature to
reproduce a particular kernel at a later date when the original configuration may got
lost. However, the kernel configuration is useless, if the kernel was patched and the
patch set got lost as well. Therefore, an additional mechanism to also store the quilt
queue in the binary kernel was added, configuration setting CONFIG_IKPATCHSET=y.
If the patchset shall be made available via /proc filesystem, the configuration setting
CONFIG_IKPATCHSET_PROC=y must additionally be given (equivalent to
CONFIG_IKCONFIG_PROC=y).
BTW: Making the kernel sources available through this mechanism certainly does not
fulfill the disclosure obligations of the GPL (but it already is much better than making
available nothing).
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The following command sequence will create a patched kernel source tree from
which an identical kernel can be rebuilt (assumes that IKPATCHSET_PROC is also
configured):
G4E MK9 CEB6 C4G6;F8G G4E :M 54F8I8EF<BA
@4=BE 36HG 7
9 54F8I8EF<BA3
HE?7<E ;GGC
JJJ >8EA8? BE: CH5 ?<AHK >8EA8?
I @4=BE K
7<E ?<AHK 364G 54F8I8EF<BA3
E@ 9 54F8I8EF<BA
4E6;<I8 7<E G4E KM
J:8G HE?7<E 4E6;<I8
G4E $K9 4E6;<I8
67 7<E
G4E MK9 CEB6 C4G6;F8G G4E :M
DH<?G CHF; 4
M64G CEB6 6BA9<: :M
6BA9<:

Why another load measurement?
The standard load measurement of the Linux kernel has the disadvantage that it is
collecting load data at discrete points in time, but the load may be completely
different some time before and some time after the data were collected. A more
precise perCPU load measurement can be obtained, if the time is recorded a
particular CPU core spends in idle processing and this time is compared against the
total time.
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The related patch (configured with CONFIG_CPU_IDLERUNTIME= y) adds entries for
every CPU in
!
!
in the format "<idletime> <runtime>". The
counters can be reset by writing to
!
!
. To calculate the
percore CPU usage since the most recent reset, divide the runtime by the sum of
runtime plus idletime, e.g. on a 4core processor:
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In addition, summed up data of all present CPUs are available in /proc/idleruntime/
all in the same format as above. Thus, to calculate the overall CPU usage since the
most recent reset, the following command may be used:
4J> N CE<AG
P
CEB6
<7?8EHAG<@8 4?? 74G4
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